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Editorial

The first edition of the Toronto Audio Video Entertainment Show (TAVES) is now
behind us and we couldn’t have hoped for it to be a bigger success! Visitors were
presented with the opportunity to see and hear lots of the latest audio video gear
available today and even preview some stuff that’s yet to be released. Exhibitors
were pleased with the organization of the show and have since assured us that they
will be coming back next year to put on even bigger and more refined demonstrations.
Many new exhibitors have already contacted us for the next edition of the show. If
you didn’t get a chance to attend TAVES this year or if you came to the show but
didn’t have enough time to see everything – don’t worry – we’ve got you covered.
Just log on to www.canadahifi.com and click on ‘Features’ in the menu bar and then
look for the ‘Audio Video Show Coverage’ section. We were originally going to
include all this coverage in this issue but there is just too much content from the
show!
The 2011 holidays are approaching quickly and as you might expect, inside this
issue you will find our annual Holiday Gift Guide From the Editors. If you’ve got an
audio video enthusiast on your gift list this year, you should be able to find something
suitable for them in our guide. And if you find something on the list that you’d like to
receive yourself this year – drop a family member a subtle hint by circling the item of
interest and leaving the magazine open on the coffee table!
Also inside this issue is our first Headphone Amplifier Buyer’s Guide. It explains
exactly what a headphone amp is (and why you need one) and should provide you
with the knowledge to go out and pick one up for yourself with confidence.
Enjoy the holidays and remember that winter is a great time to catch up on listening
to music and watching movies!
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Paradigm SHIFT Active Atom (A2) Powered Speakers and Earbuds
Paradigm’s new SHIFT brand is geared towards a younger audience but should be just as
appealing to the youthful side in all of us. First up from the new brand is the Active Atom
(A2) powered speaker which offers great exibility and mobility. The A2 is designed to be
used alone or in stereo pairs with devices such as iPods and other music players, computers, home DJ decks, videogame consoles, guitars, keyboards, TVs and more. The A2 can be
used with any devices that have a 3.5-mm mini-jack or RCA outputs. Wireless streaming is
available using Apple AirPlay via a rear panel AirPort Express interface (AirPort Express
not included). The A2 is bi-amped with 100 watts of power per speaker and offers a frequency response between 55 Hz and 20 kHz. The woofer features a 5.5 inch satin-anodized
pure-aluminum cone while the tweeter hits the highs with a 1 inch pure-aluminum dome.
A digital signal processor utilizes sophisticated algorithms to shape frequency response
so that bass remains intense and overall sound is accurate, clear and musical, even when
the speakers are played at party volume levels. The A2 comes in ve different nishes:
Vermillion Red Gloss, Polar White Gloss, Gunmetal Grey Gloss, Strom Black Satin, and
Ash Black Grain. A custom t tabletop stand and iPod/iPhone dock are also available (sold
separately). MSRP: $299/each (Ash Black Grain) and $349/each for premium nishes.
As part of the new SHIFT brand launch, Paradigm has also introduced three earphone models, the E1, E2m and
E3m. Designed for portable personal audio, PC and gaming, these earbuds were built for comfort without sacricing performance. All three models feature an air tight seal for superb noise isolation, three sizes of tips, a tangleresistant 1.2 meter cord and a padded travel case/pouch for protection. The E2m and E3m models also include an
in-line remote and microphone that allow users to pause and play music as well as answer and disconnect telephone
calls with one easy click. All models are available in black and white nishes. MSRP: $59 (E1), $109 (E2m) and
$139 (E3m). www.paradigm.com/shift

Bryston SP-3 Preamp/Processor
If you’re looking to build the ultimate home theatre then
you’ll denitely want to consider the Bryston SP-3. This
new pre/pro is rst and foremost an ultra high performance
audio product. Unlike most surround processors that focus on features over sonic performance, the SP-3 employs
Class A discrete analog circuitry throughout rather than
cost-saving integrated circuits. The SP-3 also utilizes separate, carefully isolated power supplies for the analog and
digital circuit paths (achieving a lower noise oor) plus
modular construction to facilitate future upgrades. While most processors provide an analog pass-through option that moves the audio signal through undesirable digital circuitry before it exits the device, the Bryston SP-3
provides true analog pass-through for 2-channel as well as 5.1 and 7.1 surround formats that eliminates all digital
circuits from the signal path. When switching sources on the SP-3, audio and video signals switch together, eliminating the need for external video switching devices. As you might expect the SP-3 provides 2-channel stereo output as well as 5.1, 6.1 and 7.1 surround output modes and decoding is provided for all the latest formats including
Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio. And to top it all off, the SP-3 claims to be the rst high performance
processor designed to make home theatre easy for the non-technical user. MSRP: $9500. www.bryston.com
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Paradigm Monitor Series 7 Subwoofers
In the Oct/Nov 2011 issue we introduced you
to the new Monitor Series 7 speakers from Paradigm and now the company has begun rolling
out new subwoofers designed specically to
match these speakers. The new Monitor SUB
8, SUB 10 and SUB 12 boast trickle-down
technologies from Paradigm’s Signature and
Studio Series subwoofers, ensuring no-holdsbarred, foundation-rattling performance from
a smaller, more conventional-looking package. The SUB 8 and SUB 10 both feature a
mineral-lled polypropylene cone with a corrugated Santoprene surround (8 and 10 inches,
respectively), a 1.5-inch 4-layer copper-clad
aluminum voice coil, Nomex spider, 4.5 lb ferrite magnet and an AVS die-cast heat sink chassis. The SUB 12 turns up the heat with
a 2-inch 4-layer copper-clad aluminum voice coil, 6.5 lb ferrite magnet, along with dual Nomex spiders and AVS die-cast heat sink
chassis. All three subs feature Ultra-Class D ampliers delivering 900 watts dynamic peak/300 watts RMS sustained power and boast
low frequency extension of 19 Hz (SUB 8), 17 Hz (SUB 10) and 16 Hz (SUB 12). The Monitor subs are wireless-ready, with the addition of Paradigm’s PT-2 transmitter (sold separately), and up to four subwoofers can be daisy-chained simultaneously. Each sub in
the line comes with an integrated USB port for PBK (Paradigm’s Perfect Bass Kit) equalization (sold separately), which analyzes the
subwoofer’s response in a room and then sets the correct equalization parameters to obtain optimal sound, even with less-than optimal
placement. Even when the nest subwoofer is placed perfectly, bass can sound bloated or boomy due to imperfect room acoustics.
The PBK system measures the subwoofer from multiple positions in the room to highlight problem areas and calculate the correct EQ
curve, resulting in pitch-perfect bass tailor made for the room. MSRP: $749 (Monitor SUB 8), $929 (Monitor SUB 10) and $1099
(Monitor Sub 12). www.paradigm.com

productnews
Alpha Design Labs (ADL) Cruise Portable Headphone Amp and iDevice iD-35SP and iD-35L
3.5mm Stereo Cables
Alpha Design Labs (ADL) was created by Furutech to infuse its Pure Transmission Technology into innovative new products that everyone can afford. All
ADL components and cables are made with the same dedication to total resonance control and renement as all of Furutech’s cables and accessories. ADL’s
new Cruise portable headphone amp is designed for both home listening and music lovers on the go, promising thrilling sound to match its gorgeous appearance.
For signicantly better audio quality at home simply connect the Cruise to your
computer via its analog input. For higher resolution digital signals connect the
Cruise to your computer’s USB port. The USB port charges the battery and allows
you to listen to music at the same time. When you’re on the road plug your music
player’s analog headphone output into the line input of the Cruise, dial the player’s
volume to maximum and use the volume control on the Cruise. Also new from
ADL are the iD-35SP and iD-35L 3.5mm analog stereo cables. The iD-35 cables
feature a silver-plated  (Alpha) OCC conductor for minimal transmission loss and
24k gold-plated connectors. The cables achieve superior noise isolation with two-layer shielding – aluminum foil
and tinned copper, in a RoHS-compliant sheath. The main conductors are treated with Furutech’s  (Alpha) Process – a deep cryogenic and demagnetizing treatment. MSRP: $494 (Cruise Portable Headphone Amp), $54.60
(iD35SP and iD-35L). www.furutech.com. Distributed in Canada by Audiyo: 416-704-0105, www.audiyo.com.

Epson PowerLite Pro Cinema 6010, Home Cinema 5010/5010e and 3010/3010e Projectors
When attempting to create the most immersive home theatre many enthusiasts turn to a projector. All of these latest models from Epson offer a 3D picture, cater to a wide
range of budgets and promise to deliver top 3D and 2D
performance and image quality in each of their respective
categories. Epson utilizes full HD, active shutter 3D, with
1080p resolution and Bright 3D Drive Technology, which
drives the panels at 480Hz. This technology essentially
doubles the image refresh rate of 240Hz panels, delivering
ultra-bright images and reduced crosstalk for the ultimate in 3D viewing at home. These projectors offer a high
brightness – up to 2,400 lumens of colour and white light output – and enable viewing on larger screens and in a
range of ambient light conditions. Other highlights include a remarkable contrast and a number of value-added
features, including wireless installation options and split screen mode for watching two pictures at once or watching TV and using the Internet at the same time. MSRP: $4,000 (PowerLite Pro Cinema 6010), $3,000 and $3,500
(Home Cinema 5010 and 5010e), $1,629 and $1,829 (Home Cinema 3010 and 3010e). www.epson.ca

Pioneer Music Tap AirPlay Music Systems
Physically plugging your iPhone or iPod into a docking station is so yesterday – today is all about wireless
connectivity! Pioneer has expanded its family of Apple AirPlay products with two new networked music
systems called Music Tap. With AirPlay, enthusiasts
have complete access, control and playback of their
entire iTunes music library through their Music Tap
system connected to the home network, wirelessly or using Ethernet. Both systems feature built-in WiFi to enable
wireless music connection using AirPlay, DLNA 1.5, vTuner Internet radio, a 2.5-inch full-colour LCD display
and Pioneer’s proprietary AirJam1 app for the iPhone, iPod touch and iPad. For a high quality listening experience, the music systems are equipped with a 2-channel digital amplier to deliver clean and powerful audio. Dual
full range drivers in a passive radiator enclosure produce clear, crisp high frequencies complemented by deep, accurate bass. The Pioneer Elite model has been tuned by Pioneer’s renowned TAD director of speaker engineering,
Andrew Jones. Both AirPlay music systems come with a remote and offer an auxiliary input as well as a USB port.
MSRP: $369 (Pioneer model), $499 (Elite model). www.pioneerelectronics.ca
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Headphone Ampliﬁer Buyer’s Guide

Woo Audio WES electrostatic headphone amplifier + Stax SR-009 Earspeakers

George de Sa
When I use the term “headphone device itself, most users don’t give
ampliﬁer” in front of people I usu- these ampliﬁers a second thought.
ally get a blank stare or a reaction However for those seeking higher
like I’ve just spoken Martian. If performance from their headphones,
you’d react in such a way, read on the upgrade path will invariably
– hopefully this will be the cure you lead to the utilization of a dedicated
need. But even if you are familiar headphone ampliﬁer.
A dedicated headphone ampliﬁer
with what a headphone ampliﬁer
is, surely you will learn something or “headphone amp” is essentially
a low output power ampliﬁer that
new from reading this guide.
To start, it’s important to realize has been designed speciﬁcally to
that if you are a headphone or ear- optimize headphone performance.
phone user, with a portable music A headphone amp is typically condevice such as an iPhone, or per- nected to the output of a music
haps with a PC/laptop, you are al- component via an analogue or in
ready using a headphone ampliﬁer. some cases digital connection. The
Every music device that you plug function of a headphone amp is to
your headphones into incorporates amplify the input signal originating
an ampliﬁcation circuit to power from the music component - by inyour headphones or earphones. creasing its power and then outputSince such ampliﬁcation is typi- ting it to connected headphones by
cally integrated within the source way of an output jack – typically a
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headphone or XLR jack.
Headphones and earphones need
very little power to operate in comparison to loudspeakers. Typically,
power demands of headphones
are measured in milliwatts (mW),
which is a thousandth of a watt.
Even low efﬁciency high-end headphones, which are substantially
more power demanding than their
high-efﬁciency counterparts, will
require less than a single-watt to
operate optimally. So the question
arises, if power demands are so low
then why is a separate headphone
ampliﬁer required? Well, this is often due to the fact that mobile music
players, laptops and even many stereo receivers have integrated headphone ampliﬁer circuits that are not
much more than an afterthought
and impacted by cost-cutting engi-
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neering. More often, poor sound each of these a little closer.
quality is the greater compromise
than a lack of output power. Mo- Category & Type
bile devices have more issues with
output power since efﬁciency (low Headphone amps fall into three bapower consumption) is of a much sic categories – portable, desktop
higher priority so as to extend the and full-size.
device’s operating time. Such integrated headphone ampliﬁers may Portable headphone amps are comperform tolerably with the free set pact and generally designed for use
of earphones that were included with a mobile music device such as
with the device but will be unable an iPhone or a laptop. These amps
to drive mid to high performance are usually small enough to ﬁt in a
headphones satisfactorily. Using pocket of a jacket or a small pouch
the built-in ampliﬁer with higher and are powered by way of a battery
quality headphones will result in or USB connection.
reduced dynamics, lack of transparency, higher noise, poor channel Desktop headphone amps are larger
separation and a lack of volume. then portable headphone amps and
Even though the integrated head- are designed to be used primarily in
phone ampliﬁcation circuit in an AV stationary and limited space situareceiver may have greater power tions. These amps are designed for
capability, its design will most like- use with personal computers, laply not maximize sound quality from tops and music servers.
mid-to-hi performance headphones.
To get the best audio performance Full-size headphone amps are typifrom headphones, it will require the cally closer in size to a standard auuse of an ampliﬁer designed and dio component. They generally ofengineered speciﬁcally to optimize fer the highest level of performance,
headphone performance – enter the a very solid build quality, are of
headphone amp.
much heavier weight, and are deHeadphone amps were at one time signed for use in permanent listenalmost exclusively the domain of ing environments, like a dedicated
professional recording and mas- 2-channel music system.
tering studios but with the growth
in the headphone market and the Within each of these three categories
number of mid to high performance many types of ampliﬁer designs are
headphone models, the consumer available. Just as is the case with
headphone ampliﬁer has now be- loudspeaker ampliﬁers, headphone
come an established audio product amps can fall into a number of amcategory. There is a plethora of pliﬁer classes (e.g. class A, A/B, D,
headphone amps available today, etc.) and they can utilize transistors
which utilize different designs and (solid state), tubes (valves) or be
offer various features to satisfy the hybrid in nature, utilizing both tranneeds and desires of both qual- sistors and tubes. There are also
ity conscious consumers seeking single-ended and fully balanced dea higher level of performance and signs. Small chip-based amps can
die-hard audiophiles.
be utilized but other designs may be
Making a decision on a headphone much larger and involve point-toamp is not a simple endeavour, giv- point wiring and heavy transformers.
en the number of products out there The type will vary depending on the
with varied features, performance primary design and engineering obspeciﬁcations and prices. Four key jectives for the headphone amp and
aspects that need to be considered there are pros and cons to each. In
and decided on are: category & the end, it is not usually the type
type, features, performance speci- itself that is the deciding factor on
ﬁcations and price. Let’s consider performance but rather the overall
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design and execution (parts and assembly) of the headphone ampliﬁer
that matter most. So basing a decision on the ampliﬁer design type
alone, will not necessarily lead to
be the best choice for your needs.
Features
The most basic of headphone amps
will offer an analogue input (stereo
RCA jacks or a 3.5 mm headphone
jack), a volume/gain control as well
as an analogue output in the form of
a 3.5 mm headphone jack. Such a
conﬁguration will let you hook up
your source device (mobile music
player, phone, CD player, computer
or laptop) to the headphone amp using an RCA interconnect cable or
a mini-stereo (3.5mm) cable. The
headphones themselves plug directly into the headphone amp, rather
than into the source device.
A feature that is becoming more
common in headphone amps is an
integrated DAC. A headphone amp
with an integrated DAC allows for
a digital connection between the
source component and the headphone ampliﬁer. The digital connection could be USB or S/PDIF
(Coaxial or Toslink/optical). This
type of connection is desirable when
connecting a computer/laptop or
music server as the source but also
perhaps to allow for a CD transport
to be directly connected to the headphone amp. Some may argue that a
DAC, though convenient, may add
noise to the headphone amp due to
the extra digital circuitry required;
hence, degrading performance. In
some cases, this may be true but a
well designed product should be
able to isolate and eliminate these
negative effects.
Another feature on some headphone ampliﬁers is a pre-ampliﬁer
or loudspeaker ampliﬁer capability. Such functionality adds greater
ﬂexibility but also raises cost, while
not resulting in any increase in the
performance of the headphone amp
section itself. So it’s important to
prioritize the features you desire.
Another feature that is starting to
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appear on headphone ampliﬁers is digital
signal processing (DSP) such as the Dolby Headphone format, which allow for a
pseudo-surround-sound experience using
standard headphones. Finally, there are
also headphone ampliﬁers that are speciﬁcally designed to power electrostatic
headphones.
Performance Speciﬁcations

the impendence range of the headphones
that the headphone amp has been designed for use with – higher is generally
better. Hence, it would be best to compare your headphone speciﬁcations to this
rating to ensure compatibility. Be careful
though, in some cases, output impendence
may refer to the ampliﬁer’s actual output
impendence, where a lower ﬁgure is better (less than 1 ohm is preferable for solidstate designs).

When choosing a headphone ampliﬁer, it is
important to consider its speciﬁcations, at
the very minimum to ensure that it is compatible with the headphones/earphones
that you plan to use with it. The following
speciﬁcations should be considered:

nario would be to get an in-home trial and
use your headphones and your source device, alternatively seek an audition at the
dealer’s location, using your headphones
whenever possible.
Price
Finally we come to price, which in most
cases is the ultimate limiting factor. Your
headphone amp selections will be limited
(quality/features) by what you can afford.
It’s best to do some research before locking your budget, as the choices may have
an impact on your system’s total cost. For
example, a headphone amp with an integrated DAC and preamp may reduce the
number of total components you were
planning to buy, leaving more to spend on
a headphone amp.

Power output – as mentioned earlier, power ratings of headphones are commonly
given in milliwatts (mW). Typical earphones will require less than 20mW. Most
headphones require less than 200mW to
reach their maximum output; however,
Distortion - usually refers to Total Har- depending on impendence and sensitivity
monic Distortion (THD) and/or Inter- ratings power requirements can be higher.
modulation Distortion (IMD). Look for A headphone amp that provides more than
ratings of 1% or less at rated output power. 500 milliwatts per channel will be able to In conclusion...
Lower is better.
drive most headphones but always consider the speciﬁc ratings of your headphones. Hopefully, you now have a better understanding of headphone amps and what
Signal-to-Noise Ratio - a measurement of
the inherent noise of the headphone ampli- Damping factor - a measure of the stabili- they can offer to the listening experience
ﬁer versus the source music signal, mea- ty of the ampliﬁer in handling the load – in – they really are more than meets the ear.
sured in dB. A larger ratio means there is this case the headphones. A larger damp- The following is a quick look at some of
less noise in relation to the signal, which ing factor is better.
the headphone amps available today, sortis better. Signal-to-noise ratio is impored by category. Remember that just like
tant since headphones sit so close to the Speciﬁcations don’t usually lie but they choosing any other audio video compoare not the ﬁnal word on actual perfor- nent, buying a headphone amp should be
ears, where noise is easily detectible.
mance. For that your best method is to a fun, exploratory experience.
Output Impedance – most often refers to evaluate by auditioning. A best case sce-

Suggested Portable Headphone Amps
• CMoy ($20-$50) – a do-it-yourself pocket amp designed by Chu Moy. For project details check out http://gilmore2.chem.
northwestern.edu/projects/showﬁle.php?ﬁle=cmoy2_prj.htm
• FiiO E6 ($28) – 16 to 300 ohm headphone impedance, built-in rechargeable lithium battery (via mini USB), 3.5 mm headphone
output, www.ﬁio.com.cn
• NuForce Icon Mobile ($79 US) – portable headphone amp/USB DAC, 16 to 300 ohm headphone impedance, built-in rechargeable lithium ion battery, dual 3.5 mm headphone outputs, 3.5 mm and USB audio inputs, www.nuforce.com
• HeadRoom Total AirHead ($99 US) - low/high gain switch
optimizes ampliﬁer for headphones of different impedance ratings, runs on 4 AAA batteries, optional AC power supply available (sold separately), 3.5 mm audio input, dual 3.5 mm headphone outputs, clipping indicator, Crossfeed function allows for
listening to mono or binaural recordings, www.headphone.com
• ADL Cruise (by Furutech, $494) – portable headphone amp/
USB DAC, 12 to 600 ohm headphone impedance, 24-bit/96 Hz
USB and 3.5 mm line inputs, 3.5 mm headphone output, internal
rechargeable lithium ion battery, carbon ﬁber body, mirror-polished stainless-steel sides,
HeadRoom Portable Micro Amp
www.furutech.com

www.canadahi.com
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Suggested Desktop Headphone Amps
• HeadRoom Micro Amp ($349) – class A ampliﬁcation, dual analog inputs, rear panel volume-controlled
output for powered desktop or computer speakers, 3.5 mm headphone output, 3-position gain control to
match headphone impedance, Crossfeed function allows for listening to mono or binaural recordings, external power supply, www.headphone.com
• ADL GT40 (by Furutech, $499) – 16 to 300 ohm headphone impedance, high performance 96KHz/24-bit
DAC and ADC chips, external power supply for better performance, includes a phono preampliﬁer which
allows for LPs (from MM and MC turntables) to be recorded to digital, USB and RCA line inputs, 6.35 mm
headphone output, www.furutech.com
• Grado RA1 ($495-$550 approx. US) – machined from a solid block of mahogany, available in AC power
and battery power versions (2 x 9 V), available in both low-gain and high-gain (for headphones with impedances of 100 ohms and more) versions, RCA input, 3.5 mm headphone output, www.gradolabs.com
• Beyerdynamic A1 ($899) – up to 600 ohm headphone impedance, its entire circuit is capable of frequencies of up to 96 kHz, which enables the transfer of uncompressed audio from SACD or DVD Audio, dual
RCA inputs, single RCA out (which passes the signal to a
loudspeaker ampliﬁer when not using headphones), 6.35
mm headphone output, www.beyerdynamic.com
• Grace Design m903 ($1,895 US approx.) – XLR and
RCA analog inputs, 24bit/192kHz digital stereo inputs
(AES3, S/PDIF, TOSLINK and USB), built-in DAC/preamp, comes with a remote, RCA and dual 6.35 mm headphone outputs, www.gracedesign.com
• Benchmark DAC1 HDR ($1,895 US) – stereo pre-amGraham Slee Solo SRG II and
pliﬁer with remote control / DAC / headphone amp / USB,
Solo Ultra-Linear headphone amps
www.benchmarkmedia.com

Suggested Full-size Headphone Amps
• Red Wine Audio Corvina Headphone Amp ($1,000) – tube stage, runs on pure LFP battery power, two
switchable RCA inputs, 6.35 mm headphone output (optional XLR output stage available), www.redwineaudio.com
• Red Wine Audio Isabellina HPA ($2,500) – tube stage, built-in DAC, runs on pure LFP battery power, one
3.5 mm input, 3 digital inputs (USB, coaxial and optical), RCA output, optional Isabellina Pro adds high-resolution playback (24/192k), 6.35 mm headphone
output (optional XLR output stage available), includes remote control, www.redwineaudio.com
• Bryston BHA-1 ($1,295) – balanced dual mono
circuitry, allows each headphone driver (right and
left) to be ampliﬁed by a separate amp conﬁgured
in balanced or series mode, balanced left/right
and stereo outputs, 6.35 mm headphone output,
inputs include 3.5 mm stereo / RCA / XLR, balance and gain controls, www.bryston.com
• Woo Audio WA22 ($1,900) – 8 to 300 ohm
headphone impedance, all tube design,
Woo Audio WA22 fully balanced headphone amp
true balanced topology, balanced XLR
and RCA inputs, dual 3-pin balanced
headphone output (left and right), 4-pin
balanced headphone output, single-ended headphone output, www.wooaudio.
com
Bryston BHA-1 headphone amp
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Holiday Gift Guide From the Editors!
Suave Kajko’s Gift Ideas

Thor 3D Blu-ray or Captain America: The First Avenger 3D Blu-ray, $35 each (approx.)
Got a superhero fan on your
holiday list? It’s unlikely
that they’ll be bitten by some
kind of insect and mutate
into a superhero anytime
soon… but here’s the next
best thing. For superhero
fans, especially those with a
3D TV, either of these Blurays will make a perfect gift!
www.paramount.com

Neil Underwood’s Gift Ideas

Cardas Notched Myrtlewood Blocks, $34-$69 (6 pack)
A classic product that is simple but highly effective, the Myrtlewood Blocks offer an aesthetically pleasing means to reduce resonance and dielectric issues associated with cables.
The blocks are cut to the Golden Ratio and are designed
to be placed under cables, lifting them off the ground. By
lifting the cables off the surface material (ﬂoor or rack) any
dielectric impact from the ﬂoor/rack is nulliﬁed improving
cable performance. When placed under
cables resonance is reduced resulting in
a more detailed yet relaxed presentation.
Inexpensive and highly recommended!
www.cardas.com

Art Vinyl Record Frames, $64.95

Furutech Slow-blow Fuses, $52-$58

Aside from their organic sound quality, many records are
also highly collectable items. While standard record picture frames can be easily
found in stores, there’s
only one that allows
quick access to the album
inside the frame when it’s
time to toss it on the platter – the Art Vinyl Record
Frame. A guaranteed hit
for any vinyl lover! www.
artvinyl.com

One area that is consistently overlooked even in high quality
components is the fuse, which protects our gear from electrical anomalies. In the all-important power section of your
gear you’ll often ﬁnd a 50 cent fuse creating a bottleneck
for current delivery. Furutech’s fuses incorporate the company’s Two Stage Super Cryrogenic
and Demagnetizing treatment ensuring the rhodium plated copper caps
and ﬁlament are stable and stress-free,
resulting in a liquid smooth presentation from your gear. Ideal stocking
stuffer! www.furutech.com

Nordost Sort Kones, $69.95
and up

Rolling Stones SHM SACD Japanese Reissues, $55

The Sort Kones are used to
control mechanical resonance
in audio/video gear generated by internal components
such as transformers, power
supply capacitors and other
active devices which vibrate.
I’ve heard these things in action myself and believe me –
they really work. This is a fantastic upgrade for any system
that can be had for a reasonable cost! www.nordost.com
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In 2002, the ABKO-owned Rolling Stones catalogue (19641971) was re-mastered and re-released on SACD. Now
thanks to Universal Japan, the Stones’ albums from ’71
onwards are available to rock’n
roll fans on SACD. Utilizing
improved polycarbonate used for
LCD screens, a green die on the
label side to absorb stray red laser light and meticulous Japanese
manufacturing the SHM SACDs
sound smooth and analog-like.
www.universal-music.co.jp
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Suave Kajko’s Gift Ideas

Neil Underwood’s Gift Ideas

Spin Clean Record Washer System MKII, $79

Onzow Zerodust Stylus Cleaner, $79

Records offer a very desirable sound but do require some
care. There are numerous record
cleaning products in stores but the
Spin Clean system is among vinyl
fan favourites. Simply combine
water and the provided washer
ﬂuid in the basin and spin the record a few times around. Once
dry, you’ll be rewarded with the
cleanest vinyl sound possible.
www.spincleanrecordwasher.com

Cleaning the stylus of a phono cartridge is a very delicate
task and the Onzow Zerodust Stylus Cleaner is an innovative tool to help you get the job done. Simply lower your
stylus onto the semi hemispheric surface and the polymer
retains all the dirt attached to the stylus. The polymer is
washable with a neutral detergent
so this cleaner is good for a lifetime of stylus cleaning. Make
your vinyl lovers Xmas a special
day with this unique inexpensive
gift. www.sibatech.co.jp

Star Wars: The Complete Saga Blu-ray, $89

Audio Exclusiv Silentplugs, $115/pair

Grab your Wookiee, strap your seatbelt on and prepare for
the jump to light speed – the greatest movies from this side
of the galaxy are ﬁnally available on Blu-ray and make a
splendid gift for all sci-ﬁ fans! Star Wars: The Complete
Saga is a 9 disc set which contains all six Star Wars movies,
each with a glorious 1080p picture and a DTS-HD Master
Audio soundtrack, as well
as 3 discs of additional features. Movies this amazing are the reason why we
build home theatres! www.
starwars.com

Unused RCA inputs can be a source of EMI/RFI noise
absorption which can pollute any active audio signal in a
component. The Silentplugs not only offer EMI/RFI protection but also incorporate resonance control on the RCA
jack and the back plate of the gear where the jack is attached. Improved micro dynamics and reduced distortion will
result in a more spatial
and accurate musical
reproduction. www.
audio-exklusiv.de

Sieveking Sound Omega Headphone Stand, $169

Jurassic Park Trilogy Blu-Ray Limited Edition, $119

Anyone who owns a nice pair of headphones would love
one of these! This curvaceous stand will allow the user to
proudly display their
headphones instead
of having them tucked
away in a corner
somewhere. It comes
available in a choice
of four real wood veneers: maple, cherry,
walnut and the exotic zebrano. www.
sieveking-sound.de

The Jurassic Park
trilogy is ﬁnally
out on Blu-ray and
makes a perfect
holiday gift! Aside
from
captivating
story lines, these
ﬁlms had a signiﬁcant impact on advancing Computer Generated Imagery (CGI) in movies.
All three ﬁlms are pure viewing pleasure and the new 7.1
DTS-HD Master Audio soundtracks are sure to put your
sound system to the test! www.universalstudios.com
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MRX A/V RECEIVERS WITH ANTHEM ROOM CORRECTION

TURN YOUR LISTENING PLACE
INTO ‘LIVE’ CONCERT SPACE

MRX 700 A/V RECEIVER

+
ANTHEM ROOM CORRECTION

=
THE ROOM

Room boundaries, room dimensions, overstuffed/understuffed rooms, don’t let
those things negatively affect your sound quality. In a process that takes less than
five minutes, the award-winning ARC rehabs your room!
✓ 7 channels of power — more continuous power than anything else in their
price range. MRX 500: 100 watts per channel; MRX 700: 120 watts per channel;
MRX 300: 80 watts per channel;
✓ Yes, you can play music from a flash drive or USB hard disk drive
(MRX 500/MRX 700);

Full details at www.anthemAV.com.

✓ Yes, Internet radio is included (MRX 500/MRX 700);
HD radio too on the MRX 700;
✓ Yes, you can use it with your iPod or iPhone
— optional Anthem MDX 1 dock coming soon;
✓ Yes, it's intuitive with user-friendly menus;
✓ Yes, ARC is included with every MRX.

Copyright © Paradigm Electronics Inc.

+

HOME
THEATER
BLISS
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Suave Kajko’s Gift Ideas

Neil Underwood’s Gift Ideas

Paradigm SHIFT Active Atom Speakers, $299+/each

HRS Damping Plates MK II, $139-$239

The Active Atom is a very ﬂexible speaker thanks to its
built-in amp and digital signal processing (DSP). It’s designed for use with portable music players, computers, iPod/iPhone docks and
even TVs, guitars and keyboards. The
DSP shapes the frequency response so
that the speakers play accurately and
musically, while providing a good bass
punch. Input jacks allow for AirPort
Express, Bluetooth and other devices
to connect for wireless streaming.
www.paradigm.com/shift

Resonance control is a simple tweak that will reap surprisingly audible and visual beneﬁts. Microphonic resonance
on circuit boards, power supplies and chassis can smear
both audio and video performance. These plates, available
in 3 sizes to suit all components, are built from precision
machined billet black anodized aluminum with a
polymer cushioned underpad that makes direct
contact with the top surface of the gear. www.
avisolation.com

Monitor Audio i-deck 200 Speaker System, $599

Nordost Leif Blue Heaven Power Cord, $279 (1.5m)

Got someone on your holiday list that has an iPod or iPhone loaded with tons of music? Help that special someone unleash the full potential of their music with the i-deck
200 speaker system. This high quality system features dual
4 inch C-CAM bass drivers powered by 50W amps, as
well as 1 inch Gold dome
tweeters, driven by 20W
amps. Not all iPod/iPhone
speaker systems are created
equally and the i-deck 200
is a prime example of this.
www.monitoraudio.co.uk

Clean power delivery is the
foundation of every great audio
and home theatre system. Enthusiasts know that good quality power cables can greatly improve the performance of every
component. This Nordost cable
uses FEP insulation and highspeed, low-loss Micro MonoFilament construction to deliver
the best possible power to your system. A wonderful gift
idea for just about anyone on your list! www.nordost.com

Apple iPad 2, $519 and up

Red Wine Audio Corvina Headphone Amp, $1000

I admit that when I ﬁrst bought the iPad, I wasn’t sure exactly what I would use it for. Now I
can’t imagine living without it! With
a fast processor, dual cameras, well
over 100,000 dedicated apps and
the ability to surf the net anywhere
it’s no wonder the iPad became an
instant hit. And now dozens of AV
related and home control apps are
available for it from the App Store.
You don’t know what you’re missing
until you own one! www.apple.ca

Red Wine Audio has been busy designing new affordable
audiophile products that are powered by rechargeable, longlife lithium batteries. The Corvina delivers an extraordinarily quiet, yet very dynamic, musical headphone experience.
It offers two selectable analog RCA inputs, an ALPS volume control, battery charger and an optional fully balanced
class A XLR output for
headphones that have an
XLR input. State of the
art gift for the discerning
headphone lover!
www.redwineaudio.com
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AUDIO SHOULD SOUND
AS GOOD AS IT LOOKS

POWERED SPEAKER
Built-in amplifier with
Digital Signal Processing

STEREO EARBUDS

Copyright © Paradigm Electronics Inc.

Built-in microphone with smart
phone functionality (select models)

www.paradigm.com/shift

Paradigm has taken thirty years of intensive sound research and development and the
expertise used to produce award-winning loudspeakers and adapted it for music on the
go. With better audio comes a better experience. With a better experience comes the
realization that good sound matters and suddenly a whole new generation is listening.

holidaygiftguide

Suave Kajko’s Gift Ideas

Alpha Design Labs GT40 USB DAC with Phono Stage
(by Furutech), $499
Here’s a gift idea that’s perfect for those with music
collections on their computers and headphone listeners
alike! This high performance component features
96 KHz/24-bit DAC and ADC chips, a headphone ampliﬁer
and a MM/MC phono preamp packed into a solid, compact
enclosure. Vinyl owners will rejoice to learn that the GT40
will allow them to record their favourite vinyl to their hard
disk via the USB input. www.furutech.com

Rega RP3 Turntable, $1,095 and up
This turntable is equally perfect for ﬁrst time turntable
owners and those looking to replace an older turntable –
it’s warm, organic sound will bring sheer pleasure to every
music lover! The RP3 is outﬁtted with a brand new RB303
tonearm design, precision main bearing and a low vibration low noise motor
assembly tuned to its
circuit to further reduce vibration. Available with a ﬁtted Elys
2 cartridge for $1395.
www.rega.co.uk

Neil Underwood’s Gift Ideas

Totem Acoustic Storm Subwoofer, $1150
Proper bass is fundamental to any audio
system! Powered by a 300 watt BASH
amp, the Storm utilizes an active 8”
driver supported by two identical 8”
passive drivers in a sealed cabinet resulting in a clean, tight and articulated
presentation. This sub can smoothly
navigate the most complex musical
passages as well as provide sheer brute
force during the most demanding movie soundtracks. I
heard it for the ﬁrst time at the 2011 TAVES and instantly
became a big fan of its sound. www.totemacoustic.com

Cambridge Audio Azur 751BD Audiophile Blu-ray
Universal Player, $1,249
If you’re looking for the jack of all trades then look no further than the 751BD. This player is the successor to the
651BD, CANADA HiFi’s favourite universal Blu-ray player. The new 751BD offers Blu-ray 3D playback, QDEO
video processing, Anagram Technologies audio up-sampling and twin HDMI outputs. Aside from Blu-ray discs,
it will also play CD, HDCD, DVD-Video, DVD-Audio and
SACD. www.cambridgeaudio.com

Anthem MRX500 AV Receiver, $1,649

Onkyo TX-NR 3009 AV Receiver, $2499

Anthem has long been the brand of choice for high-end audio and home theatre systems. And now those with a smaller budget can get a taste of the highly regarded Anthem
sound! Under the hood the MRX500 has a lot to offer – like
the award-winning Anthem Room Correction, 7 channels of
power (100 watt/ch), USB input, Internet radio, decoding
of all the latest audio
codes and 3D compatibility just to mention a
few. www.anthemav.
com. Wishing you the
most wonderful Holiday Season! – Suave-

This 9.2-channel, THX
Ultra2 Plus certiﬁed
AV receiver is one of
Onkyo’s best. The TXNR3009 features 3D
compatibility, wireless
network connectivity,
Audyssey MultEQ XT32 with Dynamic EQ & Dynamic
Volume, 4K scaling via Qdeo by Marvell and all the latest
audio decoders including DTS Neo X. Its inputs include 7
HDMI, a front USB port, a PC input and an iPod dock port.
www.onkyo.ca. Have a safe and happy holiday! – Neil -
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AWARDED BEST SOUND
OF SHOW AT TAVES BY
MAGAZINE AUDIO!
LOOK OUT FOR UPCOMING
REVIEWS BY SON&IMAGE
MAGAZINE, ENJOY THE MUSIC,
INNER EAR AND
MAGAZINE AUDIO
1-888-988-ONDA

productreview
Panasonic VIERA TC-P55VT30 55-inch Plasma TV
Michael Osadciw
Much of the discussion
about any ﬂat panel television today is its ability
to display true black, like
the now historical CRT.
There seems to be a race
to the “bottom” between
all technologies and a desire to move away from
the milky-white black
levels we’ve seen on
most consumer ﬂat panel
displays since inception.
After all, a good black
level – and an accurate
one - is the ﬁrst priority in a series of steps to
making a good picture.
Without a good black
level there is a loss of
dynamic range between
black and white, or what
deep and is thin enough, with the right
the marketing departments refer to most often - contrast ratio. wall bracket, to barely protrude from the
Some technologies literally shut down wall. Weighing in at 84 pounds, the panel
sections of the panel to create dark black feels heavy so it’s best to use two people to
but the results can often appear uneven. safely mount and dismount this unit from
Plasma technology attempts the use of a pedestal or an on-wall mount. Thankﬁlters to some degree, enough to keep per- fully there are handles under the panel that
ceived black level lower, but not enough make this an easier chore. The front of
to cut light output signiﬁcantly. Panason- the TV is clean of controls and the side
ic’s ﬂagship VT-series plasma design is buttons have moved from the left side to
considered by many to have the best black the right side of the TV and are much less
levels available today. It has been hailed bulky than the large raised buttons of past
by video calibrators to measure the lowest generations.
Realizing that good quality video
level of black among competitors. With
its Inﬁnite Black PRO 2 panel technology switchers have rapidly penetrated the
and the success of last year’s VT series, A/V receiver market for the connection of
can the company’s latest offering live up multiple sources, Panasonic has slimmed
to the same expectations among video down the TV’s video input offerings.
enthusiasts and movie buffs? Let’s take Miniplugs, HDMI, computer, and USB
a look at the Panasonic TC-P55VT30, the connections are what can be found, plus
an ATSC tuner connector which I used for
company’s latest 55 inch 3D plasma TV.
This year’s VT-series has an overhauled all of my over-the-air HD viewing with
design and uses a new thinner panel. It audio output via optical digital. Since all
sheds 1.4 inches in thickness from last connectors are tiny, Panasonic includes a
year’s model measuring a mere 2.2 inches bag full of adaptors to make connections
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easier. The only connection that isn’t detachable is the power cord, which is hardwired into the TV so upgrading to aftermarket power cords is not possible.
When connected to the Internet with an
Ethernet cable or through Wi-Fi (a wireless LAN adapter is provided) the VIERA
Connect feature turns the TV into an interactive entertainment device designed
around games, news, social networking
and other online applications. Access to
all these features is activated with the Viera Cast button on the remote. There is
not much information about this feature in
the manual or online so it’s best to play
around with it to fully understand it.
To explore VIERA Connect, I plugged
an Ethernet cable into the TV. Using the
TV’s standard remote control (no QWERTY keyboard here like the one provided
with some of the new Samsung models),
I did learn how to efﬁciently navigate the
menus after a couple of faulty attempts,
but in little time it was smooth surﬁng. I
began by setting my location to get the
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ADVERTISING FEATURE

THE FUTURE OF HI-FI
The way we find, store and listen to music has changed.
It’s time to upgrade to a next-generation sound system

UNTIL RECENTLY, THE concept of listening
to digital music stored on a hard disk drive
or streamed from the internet was anathema to
audiophiles and hi-ﬁ enthusiasts. But now, through
Naim’s array of state-of-the-art systems, you can
enjoy true high-ﬁdelity sound and the choice and
convenience that inspired the digital revolution.
Naim’s state-of-the-art range includes
high-end, upgradeable separates units as well
as compact combined systems, ensuring there’s
a perfect solution for any home, large or small.
Furthermore, they can easily be networked to
form part of an exceptional-sounding multi-room
system. This is simply the future of hi-ﬁ.

Putting you in control
Naim’s n-Stream and n-Serve
apps allow you to browse your
music and control selected
Naim devices using an iPad,
iPhone or iPod Touch

Highly recommended
The NDX and HDX have both been
awarded a coveted 5-star rating
in What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision’s
rigorous independent tests

HIGH-END SEPARATES
Naim’s HDX and NDX prove that digital
music really can exist in the audiophile
domain. Taking control of all aspects of
the digital music realm, these beautifully
designed components have got ripping,
storage, streaming and control covered.
Just sit back, relax and browse your
extensively catalogued music collection
as your home listening experience is
transformed – and you can even use
them with Naim’s intuitive apps.

Naim NDX
Stream superior quality audio
This versatile digital player allows you to access audio
ﬁles from a wide variety of digital sources, including iTunes
libraries and NAS drives via a wired or wireless UPnP
connection, Apple devices via USB and internet radio stations
through an existing internet connection. The NDX can also
be controlled from Apple devices using the n-Stream app.
 Stream from music servers, NAS drives and PCs or
Macs using Ethernet or Wi-Fi
 Compatible with high-resolution 24bit/192kHz streams
and key ﬁle formats, including WAV, FLAC, Apple
Lossless and AIFF. Gapless playback and M3U and
PLS playlists are also supported.
 Onboard DAC with three independently selectable
24bit/192kHz-capable S/PDIF inputs

ADVERTISING FEATURE

ULTIMATE UPGRADES
If you want to experience and enjoy even greater performance from your digital
audio system and gain access to further digital sources, Naim’s carefully thought
out upgrade path will take you there.

Naim HDX
The ultimate digital player
The HDX has a built-in CD drive and a hard disk drive,
allowing it to rip, store, catalogue and play your music in
superb quality. There’s enough storage space for up to
1200 uncompressed albums, with full metadata support
for track information, and the HDX will also scan for and
then play music stored on devices on your network.
 1TB hard drive, with Naim-designed ripping engine
and Naim Extended Music Database
 Integrated internet radio player with full station art
 An HDX-SSD variant is available for people who prefer
to store their music solely on their network
 Control via the full-colour touchscreen display,
remote, PC or Mac or the n-Serve app

Naim DAC

Naim Power Supplies

An instant sonic boost

Purify your sound

No matter whether your digital source
is a PC or Mac, or an HDX, NDX or CD
player, this superb DAC will sweeten its
sound by eliminating annoying S/PDIF
jitter and digital ‘noise’. The DAC brings
digital music to the audiophile realm.

Adding a separate power supply to your
system will improve the timing, clarity
and dynamic range of your music. The
XPS (above) and 555 PS in particular are
ideally matched to the HDX and NDX, as
well as many other separates sources.

 An ideal upgrade for HDX, NDX,

 Each power supply features a single

S/PDIF-equipped CD players, Apple
devices and more
 Eight 24bit/192kHz-capable S/PDIF
inputs for device support and ﬂexibility
 High-performance output stage

large toroidal transformer
 Available with up to seven ultra-low

noise outputs and power regulators
 Sleek, anti-vibration, resonance-

controlling design

UNITI FAMILY
Did you know?

If you want compact ﬂexibility, the Uniti family delivers. It brings true hi-ﬁ quality
to the world of one-box systems – and you can even network them together to
form the superb-sounding multi-room UnitiSystem. It’s just great audio, simpliﬁed.

Uniti products combine to form
a simple-to-use wireless multiroom set-up called UnitiSystem
that delivers all of Naim’s
trademark audio quality

Award-winning products
Naim’s NDX won Best Streamer (£2500+)
in the What Hi-Fi? Awards 2011, while NaimUniti
picked up Best Streaming System (£2000+).
In 2010 Naim’s DAC grabbed Best
Premium DAC and UnitiQute scooped
Product of the Year: Systems

NEW FOR 2O12
Available in-store now
The brand new SuperUniti reference
all-in-one player and slimline ND5 XS network
player offer even more choice and versatility
and are available to audition at your
local Naim retailer now

Naim UnitiServe

NaimUniti

Naim UnitiQute

Rip, store and share

Award-winning all-in-one

Mini yet mighty

Like the HDX, the UnitiServe
makes perfect copies of your
CDs, and then stores them
ready for playback using a
digital player such as the
NaimUniti, UnitiQute or NDX.
It’s your entire music library
in a unit just 20cm wide.

With a CD player, DAB,
FM and internet radio,
network streaming, plus
an integrated ampliﬁer
with analogue inputs and
onboard DAC, the NaimUniti
redeﬁnes the concept of
a one-box hi-ﬁ.

With all the NaimUniti
features bar the CD drive,
the UnitiQute is packed with
digital audio nous. It’s ideal
for use with an external
hard drive or in a kitchen or
bedroom as part of a slick
multi-room system.

 1TB of storage, expandable
via rip-to-NAS function
 Connects and serves audio
to UPnP-enabled devices
 Connect to an existing
hi-ﬁ system via a DAC or
digitally-equipped amp for
local hard-disk playback

 Supports all the main
digital music formats,
plus high-res 24bit/192kHz
 Seamless integration with
iPad, iPod and iPhone for
optimised performance
 True audiophile
sound quality

 Simple, intuitive interface
for easy navigation of your
musical world
 iPad, iPod and iPhone
playback and charging via
the front-panel USB socket
 Compact size – the perfect
kitchen or bedroom system

productreview
most accurate weather forecast because is fairly low. The less crosstalk there is, than in a haze of gray as competing TVs
I’m a bit of a weather nut. But since talk- the better the 3D experience. Emission will show.
ing about the weather isn’t the best subject time and process of the phosphors have
Using the Konica-Minolta SC-1000A
to socialize about, I decided to try a few improved this year to minimize left eye spectroradiometer, one of the best referother free applications. VIERA Connect to right eye frame interference. These ence measuring instruments available
allows you to connect to popular network- improvements also reduce what we call today, I was able to measure the ST/GT
ing sites like Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, image decay or afterglow, which presents series televisions black level at about
Skype, Picasa Web Albums, Cinemanow, itself as images staying on the screen for 0.008fL (0.03nt) repeatable, which is the
Fox Sports and others. You’ll need a USB a fraction of a second too long and thus black level of a CRT reference studio
keyboard to fully take advantage of the blurring ﬁne detail. Each pixel on the monitor. When using a white level winofferings here but I found many free ap- screen is made up of three subpixels (red, dow reference of 35fL, the sequential (on/
plications and games to use with the ba- green and blue) and the speed of their rise off) contrast ratio is 4375:1. The TCsic remote control. I spent a good deal of and decay time is very fast. This com- P55VT30 had no problem surpassing those
time playing chess against the TV (who bined with Panasonic’s 600Hz subﬁeld numbers, with a black level measuring
would have thought?) as well as a variety drive technology and the other technolo- 0.0043fL, a difference of nearly 0.004fL.
of other cute games of varying difﬁculties. gies mentioned above improve the clarity While this very small number may seem
If games aren’t your cup of tea, there is of moving images.
like an insigniﬁcant amount, it elevates
also some video content that can be acLet’s get a little more technical as mea- the measured sequential contrast ratio to
cessed through VIERA Connect. Since surements are the important selling fea- 8140:1. This is a signiﬁcant improvement
this is a 3D TV, I also played around with tures of this television. The TC-P55VT30 and those who will watch this TV in a dark
some of the 3D downloadable content. uses the Inﬁnite Black PRO 2 panel which room will beneﬁt greatly. The black level
While much of it was paid material, there is supposed to produce blacks deeper can be further reduced (with just a hint of
were some free demos available which I than the company’s ST and GT models. reduction in white) when the 24p mode
tried out. The detail of the 3D material With both the ST and VT in my lab side is engaged and displayed at 96 Hz. This
was about as good as standard deﬁnition by side, appearances are deceiving when should eliminate 2-3 pulldown and show
resolution, but with the addition of three the TV is turned off. It looks as if the ST ﬁlm images with less judder, but does so
dimensionality.
has a darker panel; one would think that with a bit of ﬂicker. The measured black
3D video quality is improved in this VT the ST series would have a deeper black level dropped to 0.0035fL, bringing the
generation by reducing crosstalk between when playing back images. But when the sequential contrast up to 10 000:1. These
images (crosstalk is the term used to de- panels are turned on and are displaying a black measurements are lower than that of
scribe seeing double images when wear- 0% black signal, it is clear that the VT30 reference CRT monitor measurements and
ing the glasses) - Panasonic has created a model is not emitting as much light. The are blacker than black, or I should say our
crosstalk canceller to minimize the double advantage is that movies shot in the dark previous black reference with greater conimages. Using the Accupel DVG-5000 3D will bring us closer to the dark reality in- trast ratios. These are great measurements
pattern generator, I measured crosstalk to tended by the ﬁlmmaker, and all dark im- with test patterns and equal to that of last
be approximately 3 percent per eye, which ages will be shown more accurately rather year’s VT25, but how do they look with
real video material?
There are six picture presets offered by this TV and
only a few of them will realize the black level capability, so I recommend staying with Standard, Cinema,
THX or Custom. This is the
only series in Panasonic’s
line-up that has four ISFccc DAY/NIGHT picture
modes, two for 2D and two
for 3D, and can be activated
and controlled via RS-232
by a qualiﬁed ISF/THX video calibrator. These modes
allow some more image adjustment ﬂexibility and the
ability to lock the settings
in, preventing others from
tampering with the image
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“The soundstage is holographic
and convincingly lifelike. Perhaps
the 8TC’s award should be for
Cable of the Decade…”

8TC

The Absolute Sound

GREAT
COMBINATION
“The Hero interconnect’s bass
lives up to its name Powerful
and Well-deﬁned.”
The Absolute Sound

kimbercan@gmail.com
www.kimber.com

HERO

productreview
(great for curious kids, or the kid in us).
The THX mode also works well for 3D
viewing on this year’s model. And just to
make sure you don’t miss out on any 3D
viewing, the TV includes one pair of 3D
glasses in the box.
August was Sylvester Stallone month for
Warner Bros., so I indulged in a marathon
of Blu-ray ﬁlms of different ages. Cobra, Demolition Man, The Specialist, and
Assassins were on my hit list, and I also
checked out Copycat with Holly Hunter
and Sigourney Weaver. Without a doubt, I
enjoyed these movies in a darkened room.
Copycat is a serial killer thriller, not a
good one by any means, and with a Bluray video transfer I viewed as signiﬁcantly
ﬂawed, the ﬁlm still has deep black levels.
Many scenes take place in Weaver’s dark
apartment building to heighten the tension
and the 55VT30 had no difﬁculties recreating the grim feeling. Cobra, Demolition
Man, and Assassins were much more of a
visual treat. The 55VT30 easily showed
the differences between the ages of these
ﬁlms. The resolution was excellent when
all intrusive edge enhancers are turned off.
The rough ﬁlm appearance of Cobra, grain
and all, gave this softer ﬁlm a smooth look
without artiﬁcial sharpening highlighting
the transparency of this television. Sandra
Bullock and Stallone work together in Demolition Man, and minus the outrageous
colours of Wesley Snipes’s bad hair and
outﬁts, there appeared to be endless shades
of gray in the dull future of Los Angeles.
Skin tones looked natural but occasionally the redder faces had a subtle tint of
magenta I just couldn’t eliminate with the
colour or tint control. The effect was so
subtle that I hardly even noticed as soon
as I put on an engaging action ﬁlm like
Assassins. The head-butting chemistry
between Stallone and Antonio Bandaras
was thrilling throughout the full two hours.
The video transfer is awesome showing
great blacks, excellent whites that aren’t
clipped, and a wide range of colours that I
would describe as comfortable on the eyes
without being overpowering. This plasma
never failed in delivering the same top
performance that it measured at.
The last ﬁlm I watched was the terrible
Stallone & Stone (yes, Sharon) ﬁlm, The
Specialist. Written so poorly, the movie
was gut-wrenching to sit through. But
the visuals in the beginning of the ﬁlm
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caught my eye. When CIA bomb experts,
Stallone and James Woods, are caught
between ideologies on their last mission
together, I noticed the foliage to be excessively green. At ﬁrst I thought it could
have been a pumped up video transfer, but
with a cross reference check with a few
other titles I noticed a similar trend. Putting the TV back on the test bench revealed
that green and cyan were a little brighter
than they should be, and all secondary
colours (cyan, yellow, magenta) were also
off their reference points. This explains
why skin tones sometimes had an unfamiliar hue. My review sample had a March
2011 build date, but I’ve since calibrated
more recent builds of this TV which had
the colour points correct in brightness and
reference. The odd colour of my review
sample seemed to be an artefact of the
earliest builds (note: I noticed the same
effect during my review of the 50ST30
review, but new ST30 televisions measure
colour correctly as well). Factory glitches
are common in our digital world and many
can be corrected with software updates.
But it is good to know that Panasonic has
corrected the colour of all its more recent
builds.
The Motion Smoother feature is still
dizzying to watch (not available in THX
mode), so while it does reduce motion
blurring, it still looks too much like a
home video and destroys the feel of ﬁlm.
The dithering can be quite a nuisance especially when sitting at close distances.
I especially noticed it in the Blu-ray of
Copycat where colour information can be
particularly low in some scenes. Plasma
panels can have a difﬁcult time reproducing low colour information resulting in
minor posterization.
I watched some scenes from Avatar and
IMAX Hubble for 3D viewing and was
very impressed. Because Avatar rarely
moves images out of the screen (negative
space) for 3D effects and instead concentrates on image depth (positive space), I
ﬁnd it’s one of the few ﬁlms I can enjoy
in 3D without extreme eye fatigue. The
depth of this ﬁlm is amazing and takes us
to places we’ve never been. I felt like I
was walking through the jungle with my
own avatar, and similarly felt engaged in
the battles with the machines versus the
natives. Hubble is also one of my favourite titles to return to as we are taken on

a virtual space tour from the images captured by Hubble’s lenses into to the deepest
and darkest places in the known universe.
Panasonic’s 3D glasses are comfortable
to wear and make it easy to watch a full
length 3D feature. Since 3D viewing does
cut back on light and changes the overall
colour of the experience, Panasonic does
offer the ISFccc calibration modes to be
speciﬁcally calibrated and customized
through the glasses. The result of calibrating one of these modes is a 3D image
that’s far superior to what anyone else is
currently experiencing, with colours looking more neutral and far less aggressive.
Those interested in viewing the calibration data for this television and a further
discussion on its gamma performance can
view this information on the CANADA
HiFi forum at www.canadahiﬁ.com/forum
(click on the Plasma Flat Panel Displays
forum and then the TC-P55VT30 thread).
Panasonic has improved its ﬂagship
model by offering a thinner design, adjustable user 3D image quality picture modes,
reference quality colours (on new panels
in THX mode), and best of all, the best
black levels in the industry – which have
now surpassed reference CRT black. Over
the air high def has never looked as good
as it did on the 55VT30. The increased
resolution over cable and satellite makes
me want more channels to be added to the
36 or so I have now. Offered in both 55”
and 65” sizes, this reference television is
an absolute must to look at when considering a plasma TV as the centre of your
video entertainment experience.
Mike Osadciw is a THX/ISF Professional Video Calibrator/Instructor with The
Highest Fidelity
(905) 730-5996,
info@thehighestfidelity.com,
www.thehighestfidelity.com

quickinfo
Panasonic
www.panasonic.ca
1-800-561-5505
Panasonic VIERA TC-P55VT30
55-inch Plasma TV
Price: $2,999 CAD
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Musical Fidelity Upsampling Digital-Analog Converter V-DAC II

Giovanni Militano
As a civil design engineer, many years of
formal training and work experience have
conditioned me to look past the ﬂashy facades and to focus on the important parts
of the building like the foundation and
superstructure. Not surprisingly, I also
use this sort of logic when it comes to inﬂuencing my choices in hi-ﬁdelity audio
components. When it comes to audio reproduction, I am always willing to sacriﬁce the ease of use and the aesthetics of a
component for better sound. During my
search for a new DAC and while researching the various USB capable models a few
months back I came across the Musical
Fidelity V-DAC. There are many reviews
for the V-DAC and the general consensus is high value with less than pleasing
aesthetics. This really should come as no
surprise as the design of the V-DAC was
described by Musical Fidelity as being
analogous to that of a Formula 1 race car –
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a focus on what is under the hood with no
excess or wastage anywhere. That sort of
design philosophy is music to my ears and
the V-DAC seemed like just what I was
looking for so I contacted to Musical Fidelity to request a sample for a test drive.
Musical Fidelity responded with what at
the time seemed like bad news – sorry we
are all sold out of the V-DAC. About one
month later the good news was realized,
Musical Fidelity had released the followup model, the V-DAC II and a sample was
on the way! This was excellent news and
I was eager to read up about the updated
model and the new features.
The Musical Fidelity web page for the
new V-DAC II noted in the design background that “When the original V-DAC
was launched three years ago, it got excellent reviews. The technical reviews, in particular, were outstanding, and the V-DAC
proved to be popular with music loving
audiophiles. Most competent reviewers
realized that the V-DAC was the technical
equal of other DACs up to ten times the

price. The only real criticism was about its
appearance.” With that in mind Musical
Fidelity set out to update the V-DAC by
improving the appearance and ﬁnish of the
chassis, updating the standard USB input
to an asynchronous USB port and improving the technical performance. While I’m
sure there are many that are pleased with
the upgrades to the ﬁnish of the enclosure,
I’m excited about the asynchronous USB
port. I’ve had the opportunity to live with
the V-DAC II for about ﬁve weeks now
and I’ve put together this review to share
my experiences.
Apparently when it comes to hi-ﬁ products, looks do matter and Musical Fidelity has responded by replacing the ﬂat
black enclosure with a new shiny, brushed
aluminum extruded chassis. The white
ﬂashy lettering has been replaced with a
typical font that does not stand out. The
silver V-DAC II measures 170 x 95 x 40
mm (about the size of a 3.5” external hard
drive) weighs about 350 grams, feels solid
and appears to be well built. On the bot-
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tom there are two rubber feet that run the inputs with an Oppo
length of the enclosure. The audio output BDP-83
Blu-ray
from the DAC is via one set of RCA out- player. I connected a
puts located at one end of the enclosure. laptop with Windows
The digital inputs are located at the oppo- 7 to the USB and
site end and consist of a USB (type B) port, did not experience
an RCA (coaxial) and a S/PDIF (optical) any software setup
input. There is an input switch which will issues. I also tested
allow you to select the input mode between the V-DAC II on a
either USB or optical/coaxial. The switch PC with Windows
itself is very small and located in between XP and again there
the USB and coaxial inputs. With both were no software isinputs in use some may ﬁnd it a little dif- sues. Once the DAC
ﬁcult to get their ﬁnger in there to ﬂip the was powered up and
switch. There are two LED indicators, a the USB input was selected, the Windows
cool blue for power and a light green to operating system automatically identiﬁed
indicate a digital signal lock. Power to and installed the DAC as new computer
the unit is provided by an external 12VDC hardware. All computer audio was now
(500 mA) wall wart power supply includ- directed towards the DAC and playing
ed with the DAC. There are no power music was as simple as launching the mecontrols on the DAC or the external power dia playback software (foobar2000 in my
supply. The stock wall wart power supply case) and hitting play. I started with an
can be upgraded with the Musical Fidelity album called Getz/Gilberto by Stan Getz
V-PSU II ($249 US). All the connections and João Gilberto (Verve Records, 1963)
and controls are labeled on the enclosure. available from HDtracks as a 24-bit 96
The input selection switch is marked as kHz digital download ($17.98US). While
selectable between USB and coaxial, but this is an older recording, the chart topping
it actually selects between either the USB jazz album (featuring excellent saxophone,
port or both the optical and coaxial inputs. guitar and piano) is a great choice to break
Under the hood of the V-DAC II is a Burr- in any new piece of equipment. Using
Brown SRC4392 stereo, asynchronous the USB input, the output level from the
sample rate converter and a Burr-Brown DAC can be controlled on the computer.
DSD1796 stereo DAC (24-Bit 192 kHz). Further listening included my only 24-bit
The quality CMOS chips conﬁrm that the 192 kHz album, Mozart in Vienna with
focus of this DAC design has been on Gottlieb Wallisch on piano (Linn Records,
the insides. The speciﬁcations indicate 2010, £18.00). Playback was ﬂawless
that the V-DAC II will upsample to 24- even though the USB input is limited to 96
bit 192 kHz. The USB input will accept kHz, I assume the data is down sampled
asynchronous data streams up to 24-bit 96 on the software side. I enjoy big warm
kHz. The maximum output signal is 2.2V. tube audio sound and I really enjoyed the
The noted speciﬁcations are excellent and neutral sound from the V-DAC II. I found
further improved from the earlier model. it to be airy, crisp and rich with ﬁne deAcross 20 Hz to 20 kHz the response is tails. Some digital converters sound too
noted as +0/-0.1 dB, THD (total harmonic hard and sharp to my ears and that kills
distortion) is 0.004 % and the SNR (signal the emotion of the recording. Using the
to noise ratio) is -117 dB.
DAC with a computer is an enormous
Set up of the Musical Fidelity V-DAC II and obvious sonic upgrade over the auis very simple. The RCA outputs connect dio quality using the computer internals.
to the analogue input of your preampliﬁer Armed with CDs of The Beatles “Love”
/ integrated ampliﬁer / headphone ampli- (EMI, 2006) and The All-Time Greatest
ﬁer. I connected to a NAD C162 pream- Hits of Roy Orbison (MFSL, 1972, 2008)
pliﬁer which drives a pair of OddWatt and using the Oppo BDP-83 I made direct
Audio KT88 monoblock ampliﬁers. Since comparisons between the on board DAC
there are no power controls on the DAC and the V-DAC II. Switching between the
itself, I used the switched AC outlet on the two really emphasized the extra air, space
preamp to control power to the V-DAC and detail that is present when listening
II. I tested both the coaxial and optical through the upsampling V-DAC II. Over-
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all I found
that the V-DAC II had a neutral yet pleasant sound that was accurate and rich with
details and emotion.
Having used the updated V-DAC II by
Musical Fidelity for over a month now,
there is no doubt in my mind that the success of the earlier model will be matched
and exceeded. The improved model uses
the latest digital technology, delivers excellent sonic performance and is wrapped
up in a functional and trim package, all
with a modest price tag. The V-DAC II
can be used to ﬁll many roles such as upgrading the aging digital end of your old
CD player and to integrate your computer
with your hi-ﬁ system. With a retail price
of $349 US and considering the multiples
uses and the high level of performance
that is delivered, there is excellent value
for the money here. While you may develop your ﬁrst impression based on the
new appearance of the V-DAC II, it’s the
performance and excellent value that will
make the lasting impression.

quickinfo
Musical Fidelity
www.musicalﬁdelity.com
+44 (0)20 8900 2866
Distributed in North America by
Tempo Distribution LLC
www.tempohighﬁdelity.com
(617) 314-9227
Musical Fidelity Upsampling
Digital-Analog Converter V-DAC
II
Price: $349 US
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UCube Compact USB Digital Speakers

Computer desk real estate is a valuable way they look – tiny. But now there’s a
thing. Think of all the items that usually new option.
UCube is a brand recently launched
compete for this space – a keyboard, mouse,
telephone, planner and some paperwork – by Ultralink Products Inc., a Canadian
just to mention a few. My personal desk company that made its name in the audio
also has to allow for a Superman statue video cable and power accessory business.
and a model of my dream car, the Pagani The ﬁrst product under this new brand is
Zonda. And what about laptop users who the UCube compact USB digital speaker
desire better sound than what comes out of ($169/pair) which promises to deliver a
the micro laptop speakers? It’s no won- higher quality sound than you might exder then that most computer users have pect from a speaker of its size. The recipe
to resort to using tiny computer speakers for the UCube speakers is said to combine
and there’s no shortage of these to choose “equal parts science and art”. So is this a
from. The trouble is that the vast majority recipe that works for the UCube speakof tiny speakers usually sound exactly the ers?
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The UCube is designed for laptop users
who demand portability and desktop computer users that have limited desk space.
Measuring just 3.25 inches in each direction, the UCube mounts on to a brushed
aluminum table-top stand which angles
the speaker toward the listener’s ears. Unlike many computer speakers that require
an external power supply, the UCubes
draw power directly from the computer’s
USB port. This combined with the compact size makes them truly portable. If
you’re technically inclined you might
know that a computer’s USB port outputs just 5 volts which isn’t very much to
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power a pair of speakers. To address this, does begin to
the UCubes’ “smart” DSP (digital signal distort at higher
processing) controlled power supplies levels so don’t
store energy during quiet music passages. expect to push
As a result, when louder, more demanding these speakers
passages are played, an equivalent of 15W too hard.
of power is available to each speaker from
What surits built-in class D ampliﬁer. Behind the prised me the
UCube’s grill is a non-conventional Bal- most about the
anced Mode Radiator (BMR) driver. This UCubes
was
is a ﬂat-diaphragm driver which is said to the width of
deliver a vastly improved off-axis perfor- the soundstage.
mance – up to 170 degrees - compared to Audio extended
other computer speaker drivers. So the well to the left
“science” part of the UCubes recipe ap- and right of the
pears to hold.
speakers. SimiVisually, the UCubes are very elegant, larly the depth of
lifestyle speakers. I never thought I would the soundstage
ever call a speaker cute, but that’s exactly also stretched
what these speakers are – cute! Perhaps further than I
it’s the rounded corners or the glossy ﬁn- expected. This
ish or the simplicity of the design that resulted in mumakes them so pleasing to look at. And sic that was spacious and more enjoyable
to further sweeten the deal, the UCubes – and brought an even greater beneﬁt when
are available in a choice of four different watching movies. Thanks to the wide disglossy colours: white, black, silver and persion characteristics of the BMR driver
red. Whatever it is, the “art” part of the the UCubes also offered a wide listening
recipe also appears to hold.
sweet spot. This is deﬁnitely an advanAnd now let’s move on to the sound test. tage when more than one person is listenThe UCubes come supplied with two ca- ing to the speakers. While listening to
bles, a 1 meter (3.3 foot) USB cable which “Hotel California” by the Eagles, the highs
carries the audio along with the power sounded crisp although they did not exfrom the computer to the speakers and a tend as high as I’ve heard from some other
1 meter Ultralink RCA cable which con- computer speakers that have a dedicated
nects the two speakers. When I hooked up tweeter. Overall the picking and strumthe speakers to my computer’s USB port, ming of guitar strings sounded sweet in
I quickly changed the sound playback de- the mids and highs. With certain movie
vice on my Windows 7 PC from my Audio scene selections the UCubes produced a
Engine speakers to the UCube speakers large and engaging soundstage which will
and voila – I was getting sound through deﬁnitely enhance the movie watching exthe UCubes.
perience for those who watch movies on
The UCubes spent a good deal of time their computers.
on my computer desk during which I took
However, as you might imagine speakthem through a healthy diet of music rang- ers with such tiny drivers and encloing from classical to rock to hip hop. I sures simply cannot compete with larger
even watched a number of movie clips, speakers or satellite/sub combos when it
including the new Avengers trailer (I can’t comes to bass. The bass notes had very
wait!) It didn’t take me very long to con- little weight and sounded thin overall
clude that the highlight of these speakers on the UCubes. Hence songs that reach
is the clarity and natural character of the into the lower frequencies were missing
mid-range. Performer and actor voices the proper foundation. Ditto for movies
as well as instruments sounded clean and of course. Nevertheless, although lean,
intelligible with all the selections that I lis- the bass did sound melodic and pleasant
tened to. The details in the midrange were on the UCubes – I prefer this more than
quite respectable for speakers of this size. the single-note, boomy bass that so many
It should be said that although the UCubes other computer speakers offer.
can be played fairly loud, the mid-range
So who are these speakers best suited
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for? The UCubes are a good candidate
for those who travel with their laptops and
desire sound that is of far greater quality
than what comes out of any laptop speakers. They are also a good option for desktop computer users who don’t have the
space for a separate subwoofer. At $169
they are not an inexpensive pair of speakers but they will reward you with their
gorgeous styling and perfectly complement any laptop, especially one of those
sleek new MacBooks. Note that you can
pick up a pair for $149 from retailers such
as Apple and Crutchﬁeld. What would
be nice to see included with the UCubes
are soft cloth bags for the speakers and
an auxiliary input. I hear that a leather
travel case will soon be available. Give
the UCubes a try and rid your world of
lousy laptop speaker sound forever! And
stay tuned to CANADA HiFi to ﬁnd out
what other new products Ultralink will be
launching under its UCube brand.

quickinfo
Ultralink Products Inc.
www.uﬁproducts.com
905-479-2831
UCube Compact USB Digital
Speakers
Price: $169 CAD
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soundmatters foxLv2 Pocket-sized Bluetooth Music System

Phil Gold
through Bluetooth or you can connect usMy iPhone is with me 24/7. During the ing a minijack to any computer or MP3
day it sits in my shirt pocket. On my 40 type device. I like the freedom of using
minute walk to work I’m listening to the it completely untethered so I rely on the
latest podcasts and the music in my iTunes Bluetooth connection and internal battery.
library. I have custom ﬁt earphones for Then as I move from room to room I can
this purpose. When I get in the car the ra- just pick it up and plunk it down where
dio senses the Bluetooth device and starts I want it. The Bluetooth works reliably
playing automatically where I left off. At within a range of about 10 feet before
night the iPhone sits in the dock of my dropouts warn me that I’m getting out of
Sony clock radio to recharge.
range. The foxL uses the Bluetooth v2.0
To complete the picture I need a por- A2DP protocol optimized for wide bandtable loudspeaker so I can continue to width and low distortion. And to make
listen in the kitchen or by the computer. itself even more attractive, the foxL has
Enter the foxLv2 from soundmatters. a few more tricks up its sleeve. It doubles
This compact all-black device - 14.3cm as a speaker for your iPhone with pickup/
x 5.5cm x 3.5cm and weighing a mere hangup control on the device and a built in
269g - packs a mighty punch and provides noise canceling microphone.
enormous ﬂexibility. You can run it from
So what’s in the box? You start with two
its built-in rechargeable lithium-ion bat- ways to charge the battery. First a USB
tery or you can plug it in using USB or cable, then a 5 volt wall charger with ina universal AC power connector in pretty terchangeable pin connectors for multiple
much any country. You can stream audio shapes of outlets. To carry the foxL you
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get a wrist strap and a travel pouch. Then
there’s a 3.5mm audio cable to link to
your computer or MP3 device. A well laid
out 24-page bilingual instruction manual
completes the package. Page 2 shows a
smiling Dr Godehard Guenther, founder
of soundmatters, a physicist and former
NASA engineer with three PhDs. “Music is a big part of my life, yet so is travel.
There weren’t any really small hiﬁ-quality portable loudspeakers – so utilizing a
number of our patented and proprietary
technologies, I developed one myself. A
true labor of love, I named it after Fox, my
ﬁrst grandson. Listen and enjoy.”
The ampliﬁcation of the foxL consists of
4 high efﬁciency digital amps delivering
up to 8 watts at less than 0.1% distortion.
The two main stereo drivers contain dual
voice coils, acting as a tweeter and woofer
respectively. soundmatters has coined the
term – Linear Magnetic “Twoofer” for
this innovative driver – tweeters that also
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woof - and claim a range of 8 octaves.
The battery is a key component, even
if you never run under battery power. It’s
actually shaped and designed to be a functional contributor to the extended bass
response. soundmatters calls this patented
device a BassBattery, combining a power
source with a Flatmagic moving wall passive acoustic bass radiator. Battery life
is up to 8 hours, depending on whether
you are using Bluetooth and how hard
you make it work. Maximum volume is
doubled when running under AC power
compared to battery power.
If the foxL doesn’t dig deep enough, you
can attach a subwoofer, and I hear rumors
of a matching foxL subwoofer in the future.
You won’t ﬁnd many controls on the
speaker, and those few are well hidden.
The telephone pickup hang up button is
the inverted triangle at dead centre of the
front panel, and this doubles as the Bluetooth button. When you turn on the foxL
via its rear panel switch, an amber LED
on this button lights up, then ﬂashes green
while searching for the last ﬁve paired devices. If it can’t ﬁnd a paired device it will
search for new devices for a few minutes
before turning off Bluetooth. By holding
the button for 5 seconds you can turn off
the Bluetooth manually. The only other
controls are a pair of rear mounted buttons
to control volume.
The foxL can really astonish with its prodigious volume of output, and it is pretty
easy to provoke it to vibrate itself across
any smooth surface you rest it on, leading
to a potentially catastrophic fall. The solution is in the box – a thin rubber mat with a
grippy surface, just like you put between a
persian rug and a hardwood ﬂoor. You can
also extend a grill at the rear for greater
stability. The unit leans back to project it’s
sound up into the room, and the speaker
domes extend beyond the main frame for
clearer projection while still being fully
protected.
The ﬁrst impression is of a surprisingly
full sound, rather than the thin sound I was
expecting from so small a speaker. Voices
were deep and richer and not particularly
toppy as on so many small speakers. This
makes it easy to listen to for extended periods, although not necessarily easier to
make out the words. For music, this tiny
speaker packs a real punch, with impres-
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sive drive and dynamics, although it is
possible to drive the speaker outside of its
comfort zone. As the manual says, “Hearing distortion? Lower volume”.
There are two questions I want to look
into:
• Does a direct connection sound better
than Bluetooth?
• Does it sound better plugged in or through
the internal battery?
Actually they both boil down to one question:
• Does it sound better with or without
wires?
Ideally there would be no noticeable
differences but we already know it can
play louder through the AC adapter. I
wouldn’t worry about that, since in plays
loud enough on batteries for the vast majority of purposes. The AC hookup obviously gives you unlimited play time and
that may be the deciding factor on how
you use it. If its permanent place is in the
kitchen then why not just leave it connected to 110 volts? You can still wander
around with your iPhone in your pocket
and not worry about trailing wires. In my
testing, apart from the higher maximum
volume (and not higher by much), the
sound quality was the same regardless of
power source.
The same cannot be said in answer to my
second question. There is an extra degree
of clarity and spaciousness when you hook
up the iPhone by wire. I was delighted by
the Cannonball Adderley classic Autumn
Leaves from Somethin’ Else using Bluetooth but the dynamic range seemed wider
and the highs clearer over the cable. The
difference is not large but it is noticeable.
But you may get a different picture using
other MP3 sources.
In terms of distortion, deﬁnition and
stereo separation, there’s no way a tiny
pocket-sized speaker like this can compare with a decent HiFi set up, but that’s
not the point. The aim here is to bring the
best possible sound to a pint-size portable
wireless component, and soundmatters
has achieved this goal in an exceptional
fashion. I did not believe it could be this
good when I unpacked it, and I’m damned
if I’m going to send it back after writing
this review.
There is one down side however - it
costs $225, including shipping, from Audio Basics (www.audiobasics.com). It is

also available in various high end audio
stores and other electronics retailers. I’d
say it is well worth it but it’s a bit rich for
some pockets. You can save $36 by opting for the non-Bluetooth version, which
also lacks the speakerphone feature but is
otherwise identical. If you’d like to dress
up your foxL, accessories offered include
a car kit, a mini travel trunk, a wall mount,
a kick stand, a bike kit, a cable upgrade
and a channel splitter. What’s not to like?

quickinfo
soundmatters international inc.
www.soundmatters.com
800.698.SOMA (7662)
Available in Canada from Audio
Basics Inc.
www.audiobasics.com
1-877-92 (AUDIO) 28346
soundmatters foxLv2 Pocket-sized
Bluetooth Music System
Price: $225 ($189 for non-Bluetooth
version)

sidebar
Sidebar: What about the Jawbone
Jambox?
Soundmatters licenses and supplies
the internal acoustics (drivers, battery,
amps) for the competing Jambox.
They look quite different on the outside, foxL going for the most compact
dimensions and Jambox majoring on
style. soundmatters claims sonic improvements due to the shape of the
speaker grills and greater exposure
of the “twoofer” drivers, and higher
maximum volume with their bigger
AC adapter (2 amps vs. 0.75 amps).
They are also offering interchangeable
AC prongs to cover multiple markets
(North America/Japan, Europe/China,
UK/HK, Australia/New Zealand) and
a subwoofer output the Jambox lacks.
The Jambox packs some tricks of its
own however, so check it out at www.
jawbone.com/speakers/jambox
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THE NEW

AVANTERA

No loss of ﬁne detail

Contact your Audio Physic dealer
For more information please visit:
Distribution: Goerner Communication

today to schedule an audition.
www.audiophysic.de
info@goernercommunication.com

Kill two
birds with
3
one stone!

751BD 3D Blu-ray Universal Player
The Azur 751BD, designed and
engineered with passion in the UK

Introducing the best sounding
3D Blu-ray player yet!
First, a high-end Blu-ray player using the latest Marvel upscaler, which
delivers jaw-dropping 1080P video.
Second, thanks to the Anagram Technology Q5–24 bit/192khz up-sampler,
as found on Cambridge Audio’s flagship CD players, you get state-of-the-art
playback of your CD’s.
Third, with the supplied wireless dongle, you can stream your entire music
library from your network directly to the Anagram Technology up-sampler.
The result is high-resolution music without a single cable!
At last, a player that deserves to be the centerpiece of any home system.

To locate your nearest dealer, read the latest reviews and more,
visit www.cambridge-audio.com
Distributed by USA: Audio Plus Services - 800.663.9352 Canada: Plurison - www.plurison.com - 866 271 5689

WI-FI Enabled
Experience BD Prole
2.0 (BD-Live and
BonusView) and other
interactive features.

